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The Yeltech Tilt Monitor is a highly accurate and highly stable
3-axis tilt sensor that reports measurements via YelCloud. 

It’s purpose is to allow 24/7 remote monitoring of any given
structure or surface it is placed on to see if any movements
occur reducing the risk of a collapse, crack or break of said
structure.

It is successfully used in many applications, including those
measuring: Tunnel Distortion, Tunnel Heave/Settlement,
Embankment Slippage, Structural Movement, Rail Track
Heave/Settlement, Rail Track Bed Cant and Twist, Slopes,
Piles and Concrete Dams.

Highly accurate and reliable 

Super lightweight design with
magnetic plate that can easily be

fitted within seconds. (Other
versatile mounting options!)

Integrated triaxial tilt sensor & IP
68

Data sheet

YELYELTilt

Tilt Monitor

What is it?

Key features & benefits:

Low power battery, cable free, and
completely mobile.

Convenience: Alarms and signals
sent via Email or Text (GSM)

Readily available App to locate and
measure all your TMU's on the go and

get real-time data.
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How big is
it?
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The Tilt Monitor connects to any metal surface structure and is immediately secured with its high
strength magnet. When the device contacts the surface, the activation sensor is triggered turning the
device ON. When the device is removed from surface the same sensor is triggered to turn the device
OFF.

Furthermore, online installation of the Tilt Monitor will be set up accordingly on the user manual
provided by Yeltech. Readings come once a day with 4 measurements: 1: Internal temperature 2:
Ambient temperature 3: X axis 4: Y axis

Installation

6Lithium battery powered 13Ah 3.6V
Up to 3 years continuous operation on one
charge Readings/Alarms sent via GSM/email
Compatible with Network Rail II system
Configure settings via text message
Operation Temperature -20 to +70 oC

Technical Bit

How to buy it? Call us and order over the phone or email a Purchase order to sales@yeltech.com

After you have bought it

Service & Calibration
Yeltech would recommend that the TMD is sent
back for a health check each year.

Technical Assistance
Yeltech are available to provide assistance for the
TMD be it problem solving or operational training.
Yeltech are also available to visit your depot and
carry out training for your employees.

Price on request 
Yelcloud App 
Access only your RTMs data, get alarms, location data and
historic data right to your phone.


